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’The Local Authority (i.e. Board of Health) has no authority under our present Ordinance (No. 5 of 1894) to introduce a water-closet system generally nor can it do this by a Rule under the Ordinance nor by Resolution.The nosition was the same in England until 1907 when an amendment to the Public Health .-iCt 1875 was passed. This amending Act nrovided (inter alia) that "The local ' "authority, where there are a sufficient water supply and "sewer may by written notice to the owner or owners of a "building require any existing closet accommodation (other "than a water-closet or a slop-closet) provided at or in "connection with the building to be altered, so as to be "converted into a water-closet or slop-closet" and goes on to say how notices shall he served and hoy/ nayment for work done is to be recovered.(Public Health ;icts amendment .-xCtpi 1907. 3ec.39 (4))Of course our whole Public Health Ordinance will have to be drastically revised before the new edition of the Laws is made but, in the meantime, there is no reason why we should not pass an -amending Ordinance (similar to the Act of 1907) to legalise and get on with this very excellent suggestion.
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suitable (e.g. labour)

(g) Whether or not the P. V/.D.

9-

This would spur the laggards and give less cause for grumbling.

are in ready supply.

, should in certain cases instai the 
lavatories at the landlord’s expense can be'decided in the light 
of experience.

(3*1
wrote (12) investigations 'into the possibilities of 

scheme have been carried a good deal further.

the interim. 7
that a sanitary rate would be introduced at the beginning of the second 
year. This would spur the laggards and give less cause for grumbling.

Y.E.,

(1) the passing of plans (however primitive) and inspection in all
cases,

(2) financial appeals,and
(3) penal sanctions.

time-limit of two years should be imposed.
(d) Government to sell materials at cost price either to individuals 

or contractors.

U.and connections will cost the landlord £15« 
additions or alterations to the houses will be required, 
of the contract cost of these is £22, 
themselves for the cost of the material - say £5. 
consequent increases in rent, 
current shortage of houses ox^ not. 
and, if we decide to proceed before 
rent stabilization order.

it is estimated that the installation of the sanitary fittings 
In many cases structural 

An estimate 
but many people will do the building 

I am not sure about 
This will depend on whether there is a

After the war there will be no shortage, 
Alien we could always introduce a war-time 

IvAaI s-c-c^p no ew mdr !

scheme of this kind is always easier to put through if it has 
public support and is administered by the Local Authority. I doubt if 
propaganda will win over the majority of public opinion but propaganda 
must certainly be done. The whole scheme should be approved and administered 
by the Board of Public Health including

(e) Loans to be granted in the few cases where cash payment is proved 
impossible.

(b) Government to import the materials.
£1950 - say £2000 (an /

6. One further suggestion has been made as an addition to compulsion - 
the simultaneous introduction of a sanitary rate equivalent to or even 
greater than the V/fcter-rate. This would certainly be a powerful lever 
but I should hesitate to impose it from the start since we should then be 
imposing two burdens at once, the cost of installation and a new rate in

I think we might announce at the start of the Two year period

Since Y. B 
the sewage l—

2. The legal position (15) is that, in order to introduce 
conroulsion, the Public Health Ordinance (5 of 1 89U) will need amendment. 
!jhether or not a special Bill need be introduced at this stage or whether 
we can afford to await the complete revision of the Ordinance depends on 
when and how we decide to proceed with the scheme.

3. Of 268 houses only 50? including Government buildings, have^ flush 
lavatories. 218 installations are required. I entirely agree with the 
O.I.C. , Treasury in (29) that Government should incurjno further expense 
in this matter and recommend that consideration oe jjiyen go ohe following 
plan, subject to the approval of the Secretary of State

(a) Compulsory powers to be taken and propaganda-started.
’ ” , Cost on present quotations, 

Advance account).
(c) When the materials have arrived and when circumstances are 

suitable (e.g. labour) a

(f) Government, as the Water Authority, will be Obliged to make 
connections to the Sewer. The cost of this is estimated at 
£200. This will be offset in less than a year by the eventual 
abolition of the present Scavenging Service.

7. Should the scheme be approved in principle it remains to consider 
when to undertake it. As an improvement in social services its immediate 
introduction wou^d^be in accordance with the nolicy laid down by the Secretary 
•3^4.^9/^1, herewith. True, kr have to import the materials 
CohPAi 1 Cpar and (31) hereon that they are in ready supply
Costs v/ill increase immediately after the war nrfl A a a , buppxy.imagine, before reconstruction in Europe As prSceede^ bring about an excess of demand over supply of

prices/
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war
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(1) Obtain the support of the Board of Health.

(5) Order the materials
(h) Amend the lav/ and start propaganda.

634?.

^7

(2) Obtain the approval of the Secretary of State - 
if he agrees

Sheet No
(Incidentally I have ascertained that the

ZK

z^- 
xht/U

’./e should then be in a position to impose the two year 
period and put construction in hand immediately the 
labour situation becomes favourable.

£lpiii-alr^ec re t ary. 
30th November., 19L1.2.

prices. (Incidentally I have ascertained that the 
Falkland Islands Force are only installing flush 
lavatories in the hospital and so there will be no 
surplus material available from local Army disposal 
stocks. The drain^e will be required in situ). 
Shortage of labour may prevent the start of the actual 
construction during the war, but Y.E. has very much 
in mind the post-war labour problem. Employment may 
have to be found for a relatively large number of men 
pending the start of the hoped-for development programme. 
As the war may end suddenly at any time it* might be of 
the greatest benefit if we had all preparations completed 
before-hand for an immediate constructional programme 
of this kind (which will cost us nothing) to fill in 
the gap. In approaching the Secretary of State we 
could point out that we do not want the materials 
urgently,provided they arrive before the end of the 
and that they need only be sent when shipping space 
offers itself.

In all the circumstances I recommend that we 
go ahead now with the preliminary steps.

P/>S c
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:0X- °1L hinute A?0?-! fxec<^tive Enpinper dr. ted the 25th Jan. 19Ul •

lie - U

(Sgd.) Austin Uoodgate9 
Sxecutivc Engineer.

c, - It would be very desirable to have the Treasury 
work out the details of financing. After all the total sum 
is not large if everybody borrowed the-money and a campaign to 
promote the installation of water and sewage is strongly indicated. 
T feel this should be presented to Government in the 19U2 
Estimates. In-general all these re-organizations involve ,rpaperif 
work and- the 19U1 Estimates having gone to the Secretary of State 
nothin" formal could occur ’until the presentation of the Estimates 
>r 19^2 but I see no reason why'in practice they could not be got 
ider way this year to see how they work.

(c) It is suggested that the Government might give early consideration 
to announcing publicly their willingness to ins tai water closets 
for all lio us eholders who made application., the cost to be repaid 
without interest over a period of years. This would mean the 
eventual abolition of night soil collection at no cost to 
Government and an increased revenue for water supply.
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following comments to make.
The total

number of houses in the town has still to be determined by the Civil
Defence Committee and the figure supplied by your Department 293 is
probabl^r inaccurate. We paid the scavengers for 250 houses which

hence I estimate that
there are probably 200 houses still unconnected.

This brings out what I consider an important administrative point.
The Government has committed itself to a heavy capital expenditure in
laying down trunk sewers which are at present largely unused except for
Government premises and a few private households It must surely have

Figures on thebeen the original intention to serve the whole area.
capital investment in trunk sewers together with the return in revenue
would be interesting.

Jater connections to houses exceed water closet installations
there being 225 houses connected to the water main as against 163
flushing lavatories. I understand however that while house-holders pay

The argument justifying this appears to be that the removal of night-so:
is a public service for which Government is responsible. (The house

holder with a bucket closet pays nothing for the removal of his night-s

If we accept this idea it seems hard to justify the collection of
For surely it is as much the responsibility of

Government to supply pure water free as to remove night-soil.1
It seems to me that Stanley residents should be required to

FROM The Senior Medical Officer, 
Stanley.

The Honourable
The Executive Engineer.

Pay
■f!

all essential services directly and that the present system of

a. water ..rate at all.

Re - Sewerage Installations«
Replying to your minute of the 12th of July,

excluded Government premises and some other places,

and his general house-tax is levied on the same basis as his neighbour 
who has a flushing lavatory.)

There are now 1.63 houses connected to the sewer mains.

a water-rate, this remains unchanged if a flush lavatory is installed.

1941, I have the

17th. July, 1941.
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reviewed with benefit.
I think we all. must agree that water and sewerage service to all.

premises together with the elimination of the night-soil carter is a
desirable reform. In practice installation of sewerage connexions every
where presents a problem to the poor house-holder and if left to himself
he tends to put off the expenditure as long as possible..

If the installation of a flush lavatory would cost on the average
£12 the cost of this for the whole town (say 200 installations) would

say £2,500. Elimination of the night-soil carter would represent.
an annual saving of at least £300. Properly explained and presented
a great many house-holders if faced with the necessity of disposing, of
their own night-soil would fall in line. Zany house-holders here have
the money (see report of the Savings Bank). The actual capital.
expenditure to be under-written by Government might be quite small. This
could be loaned in needy cases at low interest rates for a period of

in fact the annual saving, of £300 would pay for thefive to ten years;
whole thing in ten years.

Me scheme of course could be carried out if lavatory basins cannot
be secured but the preliminary survey work should I think be done so
that if the project were approved it could go forward when, supplies are
available.

In my view even if the plan were accepted in principle by
Government it should be worked out to the last detail and presented to

If thisthe public so that the whole matter is clearly understood.

would be forthcoming from the public and policy could be adjusted
accordingly.

Senior Medical Officer.

ti^dtion which is both direct and indirect produces anomalies such

I have just been describing and that the system of taxation could be

as

be,

were done it should be easy to estimate what opposition or cooperation



11 INUTE.
12th.July, 1941.

Er onTo Th

as

(sgd.) Aus tin Wo od gate .
Executive Engineer.

Executive Engineer, 
Stanley.

installation, 
of

on.S.M.O.
Stanley.

r copy.

In connection with the proposed subsidisation of W.C.
a result of an average taken between large and small blocks 

buildings .1 consider an average price of £12 per house would meet the case, 
including cost of W.C. Suite.

Approximate cost of night soil service at the moment is £300 p.a.
The requisite number of W.C. suites is not available in P.W.B. 

Store at this time.
A new sanitary cart is on order but we might, be in time to cancel 

this if an early decision is reached.
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quite -?ble to do this)
.There it was shewn 

the cost of install
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THE ;coit.ixi:at:

(T) 
would not

(2)

THE OOLOITLuL SECRETARY,

JlJi'G’O io

Be s ic Considerations

“pail system” 
connected so that the quantity of 

is gradually decreasing although the cost 
r em ■: .ins the s am e .

is menial work hence there is difficulty - 
of man secured is apt to J 

the w .ter system pay water rates Ji 
-...n d 1

revision of the taxation 
wp: il system" desirable.

THE HOYCURABLE,

(1) .apart from the purchase of equipment from time to time
(“128 in 1942) the Government expends annually for the removal of 
’’night soil" by the "pail system" about £250. Over the p. st ten 
years therefore sone £2500 has been spent for this service, ho 
tax has been levied for the service.
(2) Trunk sev/ers have been laid c jwn throughout the town at what 
must have been considerable capital expenditure (the exact amount 
is not re dily .vailable). As at 1940 ths P.7.D., reported that 
there were 227 connections to the trunk sewers leaving a considerable 
number of premises still served by the "pail system” (estimated at 150;
(3) ’- ch year r few houses are 
"night soil” to be removed 
of the service
(4) Removal of ’’night soil" 
in securing men to do the work and the type 
be poor.
(5) Those premises now connected to
If they .re connected to the sewer too the tax is not increased, 
as previously pointed out the removal of "night soil" costs the'"Ho.us^ 
holder nothing. Such system of taxation seems inequitable and < 
really discourages the use of the public water and sewage scheme.
Tor all these reasons ths writer considers a 
and the elimination of the 
froposed Scheme.
Z (1) ill premises now served by the "pall system” should be 
required to instal a flush lavatory within a given time. | $

(2) The work should be carried out by the P.T.jj. This Department 
would do the work at a flat rate. Carried out in this w.y considerable 
economies could be effected in the opinion of the Executive Engineer,

(3) TThile the material would be secured and the work done by 
Government in the first Inst, nee the individual householder would be ■ 
required to pay a proportionate amount.

( ) Tn ersh if he so desired (lrany - re
(b) Tn instalments over a period of years, 

that a householder w.:.s unable to pa.y, 
ation could be remitted in whole or in part. 

financial Aspects.
The Executive Engineer estimates that the cost per unit 1 
be more th-.n £15 as an outside figure.
He considers that such materials as are required from abrod 

could be secured in waY time. ' I
(3) 150 flush lavatories would thus represent an outlay of £2^
(4) In my opinion the number of house-holders too poor to pay®

anything would be quite srm.ll -.nd the same is probably true of thos® 
who would wish to pay in instalments. ■

(5) Levying fair water and sewage rate on all the premises
would bring in increased revenue. The present rate of a shilling 
the pound brings in on the average 36/-. 150 houses would thus ®|
produce £270 revenue annually. It v/ill be seen that the elimination 
of the “pail system" plus the resulting v.x.ter rate would
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in theend would appear

(a) bring in £270 in revenue
(b) save £250 by eliminating sanitary carters 

Government would thus have £520 to apply in other directions 
annually. In 5 years a sum would accumulate greater than the 
cost of installing 150 flush lavatories if put in gratis.

(6) The arrival of troops here will make more money 
available than normally. There is no unemployment. It seems 
a good time to act.

(?) The actual cost to Government 
to be little or nothing. 
General considerations.

If the present carters go on strike or leave as they 
now -threaten to do it provides an opportune time to introduce 
these reforms. While the troops are in occupation of the 
Town the Army is willing to provide men to do this essential 
work. This will carry us over a period of some months. 
If then, no civilian is willing to accept the post I propose 
as an emergency measure prov id ing|c onvenient openings in the 
trunk sewers where ’’’night soil” c n be dumped under supervision. 
The Executive Engineer sees difficulties if this were done but I 
do not think they are of ■: n order which would make such an 
emergency measure impractical.

The whole scheme would require to be carefully explain
ed to the public and an item placed in the present estimates.
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COLONIAL SECRETARY.From.

CROWN AGENTS FOR THE COLONIES.To

17th August, ^42. Time ;Despatched:

Time :19Received:

Government considering scheme improvement sanitation involving about
Please say if export these goods possible and telegraph150 W.C. suites.

price per suite to be similar C.A. Reqn. 4873/2 on indent 1/41. No quotation

to be accepted or goods ordered at this stage.

COLONIAL SECRETARY.

TELEGRAM. '



Decode
TELEGRAM.

CRO'JT AGSHTS FOR TIES COLONIES.From
COLONIAL SECRETARY.

To 

1330.19 Time :Despatched:

Ll2 1 230Time :19Received:

17th Av.gust Sanitation 150 suites as supplied underYour telegram
1/2l1 except black japanned instead of galvanised flush

65 shillings each less 5 per cent plus L’-2 pence
packing could complete about 8 weeks if ordered promptly.

GROT .GENTS.

A <
b-2.

27th Augnstj
2oth August,

0. I).pipes cost f8
Indent No.



Decode.
TELEGRAM.

From.... .Colonia 1.. S e ere. t ary.,

Grown Agents. for the . Colonies To

Time :19 42.Despatched: 9th September,
Time :19Received: .

Your telegram 26th August. Sanitation. Please telegraph
whether h inch G. S.S. drainpipes available for export and if
so price f.o.b.

COLONIAL SECRETARY.
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From

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

colonial aecrotaxy.

- « ~ j From
ufc (22$.) it a^poaro that the £lnanaial and

42fe

T°—xJie rT^xnesr

(It is requested 
that, in any refer
ence to this minute, 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted.)

I enelow? fix® dealing with. the proposed sev/age sclwme. 
tho /'taita by ths lion. • ?•'* '''’■_s ■’•'■ ----- ■*■’■* —
oth®j? fc!©lieGtio;is <>:.? the stihem have sot yet been thoroughly uorload out. 
. .a scon ss obtain ths infbxwtion naked fbi? from the Crown .gents in 
(22) X v^nt to oe 5.u :.'. po.'r.tioii to a?J7:u’.oaCii. bie : aoeixenct? v/itli caaolct© 
and totalled proposals with a 'zLor to having ths S^pendlturo included, in 
the 19^-13 bati'rV.tcisi;? having the scccb:.w?;y log!caution passed.. I shoulc 
be gj?p.toful 4 a you would eo~opono.te rd th the iibn. 3.H.O., and produce a 
joint detailed scherae together v.dth the nueesisaxy estimates ctlso in detai; 
L’hese should be subrnittad bcffoi’s Wio end of the month if they are to be 
in tins for* the K&3 batiwiteu.

Copy to Hon. S,M.O. for information.
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218 houses at £37 (£15+ £22) = 
Contingency for awkward siting.

£8066.
250.

Executive Shgipeer.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY, 
Through Hon. S.M.O.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

From the data collected last year by the billeting committee I find 
there are 218 houses with earth closets and 129 without water laid on.

2. In addition to the cost of £15 per house average there will now be 
the cost of some suitable building in the form of a lean-to on the back of 
the house where the \7.C. may be installed. The position of this will vary 
in alomost every case and in some cases may be arranged within the existing 
four walls. For purposes of financial calculation I have adopted a standard
ised lean-to 3’0” wide x U’6” x 7* high built of timber and boarded and 
felted and with an opening window and assumed that it will be built against 
the existing building as sketch.

This will I estimate cost £22, and can be accepted as a fair basis, but^ 
I think a lump sum of say £250 should be added to meet difficult cases of 
siting or construction. I feel that if the right publicity is given to the 
proposal, many people will do their own necessary building work especially 
if materials were made available at a reasonable price.

3. I have discussed the whole question with the S.M.O. since the receipt 
of your minute of the 12th and we are both definitely agreed that the basis^ ■ 
of the whole scheme if it is to be successful is to get the co-operation of 
the local people concerned, and we feel this should be done either by a 
publicity ’’build up” on the broadcast or a plebiscite. I think personally 
the former would if properly handled have a more personal and informal 
touch.

In order to average prices I feel that there should be no reduction 
in the estimated cost for those houses that already have water. The estimate 
I suggest is



MINUTE.No. 23rd September,

ITHS HONOURABLE,From To

THS COLONIAL SECRETARY,

STANLEY.Stanley, Falkland Islands.

the following comments to make:
(a) It now appears that of the 268 houses only 50 have flush

very little return is being received for the moneyc onsequence
already invested.

(b) 28316 seems a very different sum from the £2250 in my
earlier minute but on analysis the situation isnot quite so bad as
it looks-

The actual installation of the unit costs 218 x 15 * £3240
and this Hot all the houses by any means
will require a lean-to and where this is neeessary the house-holder

in many cases will erect it himself at cost far below £22. Finally
the cost to government will only be for those premises where the

is too poor to pay or needs time to pay.owner
(c ) The other side of the question is not to be Tost sight of.

There are now 218 premises paying nothing for sewage disposal and,
as previously pointed out is difficult to justify when they
are taxed for other services such garbage collection. Further,as
from an administrative standpoint I consider the present system very
unsat isfactory. There can be little doubt that the present sanitary
carters feel they have the government in a trap. If they fall sick
or develop some new grievance added expense 'will be incurred for a
service which I think is already too costly.
Necessary Preliminary Steps.

the/

Secure approval for the scheme in principle 
Amend the law.
Place an item in the 1943 Estimates to cover such part of

k1!
(3)

is a generous estimate.

SENIOR HELICAL OFFICER, 
THE

42.
19

In further reference to this scheme of sewage disposal I have

, th is

lavatories i.e. the government sewers are largely unused and in



(
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can be carried out during 1943the scheme as
(4) Pl order for the necessary material
(5) Educate the public regarding the scheme 

co-operat ion.

ce an
so as to secure

OFFICER.
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10th November,19 42..

From

The Colonial Secretary,

STAl'TLEY.Stanley, Falkland Islands.

92/42. SEWAGE DISPOSAL.

(9) /

After reading through tne various documents on tne above subject 
I have the honour to submit the following comments

O.i.C. treasury

The Honourable

(1) It would appear necessary in tne interests of public health 
to link up all houses to the existing sewage mains. Up to tne present 
under a "voluntary” system, less than 20% have taken advantage of this 
system service, which also includes Government buildings.(2) The Government has incurred considerable expense during recent 
years to install a sewage system, and it is to be regretted that so 
few have actually taken advantage of it and that sucn a state of 
affairs should have been allowed to exist, year by year, without any 
apparent serious effort being made to induce all property owners to 
install the necessary equipment and link up with the main system, and 
thus eliminate the antiquated and insanitary practice at present in 
opera tion.

(3) Since "voluntary” linking up with sewage mains has obviously
been a complete failure there appears to be no other remedy but to 
have to resort to compulsion. The necessary legal machinery would
have to be set up to be able to do this, and a time limit of sajr
two years, fixed.

(4) Compulsion would not entail any great hardship to anyone in 
particular. If a person is the owner of a house worth say from £300 
to £400 to as nigh as £700 to £800 and even more, it cannot be said 
that an expenditure of £25 or £30 or even more, constitutes a real 
hardship for the property owner. The Island has never been, and 
probably will never again, be so prosperous as it is at tne present time.

(5) I do not consider that this Government should be put to any 
further expense whatsoever in this matter, neither do I think that 
in principal, the Public Works Department should saddle itself with 
the carrying out of this work, other than supplying the necessary 
materials, if required to do so, at cost price.

(6) There will be no question of financing this scheme as its 
cost will have to be borne by property owners. In order to facilitate 
the carrying out of the proposal within the suggested two years of 
grace, in extreme oases where it can be satisfactorily proved that the 
property owner is unable to bear the expense, a loan could be made to 
httm, repayable over a short period of say five years with interest.
It would be necessary to obtain the Secretary of State’s sanction 
to effect loans of this nature.

I do not anticipate many loans would be required, because 
the majority of people who own property may be considered as being 
in a fairly sound financial position, and able to incur the small 
outlay required.

(7) Regarding the economies which it is anticipated will be 
effected by the elimination of the present sanitary carter, there 
would be no actual economy until such time as the linking up of
all the properties is completed and the last pail closet eliminatedj 
because nucleus of the sanitary service would have to be maintained 
until the disappearance of the last bucket.

(8) Perhaps in some extreme cases the P.W.Dept. might have to put 
in a few instalations, but this would not be a question affecting the 
Island’s budget because such work would be done for account of the property owner.
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(9) Another point which should not be lost sight of, is, th&t if 

a property owner is compelled to put in an instalation costing say an 
average of £30, he may contend that he is justified in increasing rents, 
in cases where the property is rented. Even supposing rents were increas
ed by some 5% to 10%, the persons occupying these houses would not 
suffer any great hardship, because the majority of ^enters are wage 
earners and occupy positions either with the Governiiient or other people, 
and who are actually in receipt of a generous dost kf living bonus.

/

Q.i.c/ Treasury J
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19 212.Despatched:

Time: 1030.19 2+2.Received:

2; inch British standard stoneYour telegram 9th September
ware pipes 22i inches long 20 pence each standard bend 30 pence
each 2+ inch by 2i junction 2 feet 2x0 pence each all less 5 per

Yard gullies with 2± inch outlet and 6 inch by 6 castcent.
iron gratings 98 pence less 12-J per cent. All foregoing
available in fair supply within a few days. Cast iron pipes
and fittings position much less favourable.

CROW AGENTSG.T.O.

C o 1 on i al 3 e ere t a r y.

Time: 1637.

Crown...Agents....&r....the...C.ol.oni.es.5 ..

17th November.
15 th No vember -


